Man Down System
Twoway radio signalling lone worker safety system that
provides automatic and total accountability

GoFleet’s Man Down System reliably meets lone worker safety needs by sending an
alarm to Fleet Managers when the device detects a fallen worker or when an injured
worker voluntarily sends a signal. The alarm signal is transmitted to MyGeotab through
the GO device installed in the worker’s vehicle.
When an alarm is issued, Fleet Managers are immediately notified of the individual
whose device is in alarm. They have the option of sending messages to the worker’s
device so that the worker can confirm the emergency. When an emergency is
confirmed, Fleet Managers are able dispatch EMS personnel to the worker’s exact
location.

Who Should Use the Man Down System?
The device should be used in any industry that involves lone worker situations or
hazardous work environments. Additionally, the Man Down System satisfies an
employer’s responsibility in compliance with Lone Worker regulations.
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Mining
Oil and Gas
Firefighting
Law Enforcement
Construction
Manufacturing
Electrical

Key Features
Rechargeable, Heavy Duty, & Safe
Rechargeable batteries eliminate the need to change batteries and the extra
cost.

Man Down System Alerts
Loud audible alarm, 98+ dBA audio SPL.

Confirmation System
Ensure lone worker safety with the lone worker checkin feature. Workers
can receive and respond to periodic beeps to confirm their safety. Fleet
Managers can modify the intervals between beeps.
Notification System
Receive an automatic notification when a worker goes outofrange.

Emergency Contact
Alarm will sound and alert help either through the motion sensing timer or
manual panic button.
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Benefits
Lone Worker Safety
An alarm will sound to let the lone worker know help has been alerted. If the
alarm was triggered through no motion being sensed but the worker is safe,
he or she can move to stop the alarm.
Device Durability
Lone worker safety and protection provided by intrinsic safety certification
allows for use in almost any hazardous environment.

Remote Location Management
Safely manage and protect workers in remote locations using this man down
system.

Line Of Sight
Up to two miles line of sight from a vehicle to pinpoint worker down.

Motion Sensor
Incapacitated workers are protected by motion sensor accelerometer trigger
alarm.

Rechargeable and Long Lasting Battery
This man down system can be recharged in a vehicle and used for extended
periods of time. It provides up to 80 hours of operation time between
charges and take about 68 hours to recharge.

Make sure your workers are protected.
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